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Sign up, build your Profile, and find friendsJoin the Facebook fun! These experts show you how to
set up your Profile, protect your privacy, find friends and family members, learn what's happening in
their lives, and keep them up to date on yours. Here's just what you need for a safe and happy
Facebook experience.Open the book and find:Advice for creating the perfect ProfileHow to find
friendsTips on keeping in touchPrivacy controls and how to use themSteps for sending private
messages to friends
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As a new user Facebook - it had more information than I could follow. Could do without the "cute"
stuff. When I start reading about my question it would refer me to another chapter, then refer me to
another section.

It's probably not just this book, but any book on Facebook or any social media for that matter, is
bound to be out dated before the print is dry. I got this book to answer one question about a function
of Facebook, and the pages it referenced were already changed so the instructions in the book

were useless. These platforms change almost daily so there is no way a book can be used to keep
up with it.

I found this book to be very helpful and informative. Facebook is not a big scary zone to me now. I
would definitely recommend this book to anyone who wants to know more about how to use
Facebook and really enjoy it. It is such an amazing and fast way to keep yourself and others
informed about what is going on in your life and with your family and friends.

I bought this book to find out how to delete a person I had asked to be a friend by mistake. (same
name, wrong person.) I couldn't figure it out. The book was not helpful. It should have a table of
contents.My son set up my account for me so I didn't have to read the first section. I did anyway and
got more confused. I do not plan on using Facebook.

Explains a few steps, but NEVER gives a picture of what a wall is or really how to post on it. Not
even worth a dollar.

I love the book and it came in no time flat. Thanks to everyone involved. This is a great little book. I
just love the Dummies book for us that are facebook challenged ;0) The entire transaction was great
and I will always enjoy shopping at .Sincerely,Sharon W.Allentown, PA

I have had a Facebook for 5 years, but I love to still look at the book and just see if they're stuff I
don't even know about Facebook. Good guide to facebook for beginners.

Really didn't answer my questions, but our pages seem different so directions didn't help much.
Gave me some insight, though.
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